Leverage Setup Request

Account holder(s) name(s):
Portfolio number (if available):
Login:

RISK WARNING
Using leverage amplifies the effects of market movements on your capital. While using higher leverage can
increase your potential profits, it will equally significantly increase your potential losses. If the underlying of one of
your trades moves in the opposite direction of what you believed would happen, leverage will greatly amplify your
potential losses. The higher the leverage you use, the higher the risk you take to lose your entire investment in a
very short period of time.
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Furthermore, by using leverage, you risk to lose more than your capital invested. This can happen in cases where
you have open positions and the market gaps as a result of some market news for example and then the best
attainable price to close your open positions results in losses more than your capital.
Before starting your trading, Swissquote Ltd. requests you to read the full risk disclosure in the General Conditions
(nr. 2.1.2.). Furthermore, Swissquote Ltd. requests you to assess your own risk tolerance by informing and
familiarizing yourself with the use of leverage and then deciding what leverage to use. Requesting a smaller
leverage, restricting the use of leverage and adopting a strict trading style that includes the use of stop and limit
orders would reduce your risks.

DEFAULT RATES
Swissquote Ltd. has default leverage rates as published on its website www.swissquote.eu for different account
levels.
This leverage is what Swissquote Ltd. sets up by default on the trading system for its clients. It shall NOT be
deemed as the leverage Swissquote Ltd. advises you to use. As per the risk warning above, Swissquote Ltd.
requests you to decide yourself the leverage to use that is best adapted to your risk tolerance. The purpose of this
Leverage Setup Request is to ask you to take position on that before starting your trading.

REQUESTED LEVERAGE
Consequently and after having taken notice of the above, please choose hereby to:
Set Initial Margin Requirement (Leverage) for FX Majors at*:
* Please fill desired leverage for FX major pairs, for example 1:1, 1:10, 1:50, 1:100 etc... For other FX crosses, commodities and CFDs, your leverage
granted will also be changed from the ones published on our website proportionally to what you request. For example, if you will ask to half the
leverage granted on FX majors, it will also be halved from the one published on the rest of the underlyings. Such leverage change request is subject
to approval by Swissquote Ltd. and the leverages can be subsequently modified by Swissquote Ltd. without prior notice.

For any assistance and further information on that, please do not hesitate to contact us.

CLIENT’S SIGNATURE
By signing below, I/we acknowledge that I/we have read and understood the risk disclosure statement, that I/we
have gathered all knowledge and information needed for me/us to make my/our own choice of leverage to be
used in my/our trading as filled above and finally that I/we have done so independently from Swissquote Ltd. and
as such that I/we will hold Swissquote Ltd. harmless from the outcome of using leverage for trading.
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